ANDERSON PLAY TO BE PRESENTED

One of the timeliest plays ever to be performed at Kenyon will open next Sunday afternoon, November 15. The Eve of St. Mark, Maxwell Anderson's new play in two acts, will be given a Sunday matinee and a Monday evening performance by the Dramatic Club.

Under the direction of Mr. Thomas Sawyer, a cast of twenty will present the play's twelve diverse scenes. It will include many dramatic club veterans as well as some new faces.

Dockman West..............Philip Fendig
Cv.................Fiske Dellinger
Neil West..............Catherine Titus
Zip West..............Douglas Nichols
Ralph West..............Stuart McConnell
Neil West..............Robert Bellantoni
Pete Fuller..............E. F. McGuire
Janet Fuller..............Martha Wilson
Private Quizz West........Clair Owen
Corporal Tate..............Roger Sherman
Private Thomas Mulveroy........

F. G. Williams, Jr.
Private Shevlin..............Oscar Williams
Private Francis Marion........

F. Wesley Baylor
Private Buscemi..............James Russell
Sergeant Ruby..............George Hills
Lill Bird..............Helen Black
Sal Bird..............Virginia Imel
A Walter..............Carter Brown
Sergeant Kriven..............Charles Burgess
Pc..............Frances Williams

The scenes of the play range from a New York farm to a foxhole in the Philippines, but all are handled by a unit set, designed and constructed by the Play Production classes. "Entr'acte music, suggesting the moods of the scenes, is being managed by Jerry Field.

COMMUNITY DRIVE HAS $125 GOAL

Sometime during the next few weeks, everyone at Kenyon College will be asked to contribute to the Community Drive. This drive is being sponsored by the Chapel Committee. The goal for this year has been set at one hundred and twenty-five dollars. Twenty percent of the money will be given to Chinese students who are continuing their education in China. The remainder of the money will be given to the Gambier Community Center. If the Community Center is to continue to provide the services to Gambier that it has in the past, it is necessary to purchase new equipment.

LORDS UPSET WABASH 7-0

The Kenyon Lords played their greatest game of the season in upsetting a heavily favored Wabash eleven 7-0 last Saturday at Benson Bowl. This victory was a fitting climax to a modestly successful season. Whitewashing the potential Indiana Conference champions is a mighty accomplishment, and the Lords were the first to turn the trick this year. Until last weekend the Little Giants had devastated five opponents with a total of 101 points while holding them to a mere 36.

After battling fairly evenly throughout the first half, the Lords pulled out in front of the visitors when they climaxed a fifty-yard march with a scoring pass from Paul Herrick to Pierce McConnell. George Waite hooked the extra point, and Kenyon had a slim 7-0 lead over the power Crawfordsville crew.

(Continued on page four)
After the end of the present school term only freshmen in their first term of college will be eligible to enlist in any of the army or navy reserve programs. Since Nov. 1, the V-1 and V-7 programs of the navy have been closed to all except freshmen in their first term of college. It was announced recently by the army that after the end of the present college terms, which for kenyon means Dec. 12, the same rule will apply to the army reserve programs.

According to the present rules of the marine reserve program, those who are enlisted in this branch of the armed service will receive a six months notice before they will be called to duty. This does not necessarily mean that they will be called six months after issue of the notice, but that they are eligible to be called any time after the expiration of the six months. Neither the army nor the navy reserve programs provide for such a notice.

COFFEE TO BE SERVED ONLY AT DINNER

Due to the rationing of coffee, it is imminent that kenyon men eating at the commons will be allowed only one cup of coffee each per dayl. coffee will be served at dinner, according to a poll taken of the preferences of the students. By thus cutting down on coffee, it will be possible to save one third of the amount usually consumed in the Commons.

ENGLISH AVIATOR TO BE AT KENYON

Air training at colleges will be discussed by wing commander R. Ashley Hall, a member of the staff of the Air Ministry of England, at Assembly on Tuesday, November 19. He will talk about British Universities Air Training squadrons.

Before the war, wing commander Hall was attached to the Auxiliary Air Force. He is the founder and vice president of the British civil aerodrome owners association and was chairman of an area committee of the air defence cadet corps from which the air training corps was developed. He served for five years with No. 501 Bomber squadron. During the first six months of the war, he commanded balloon squadron on naval protection. From 1940 to 1941, he was on staff duty. In 1941 he was given command of the cambridge university air squadron, and in his present post with the air ministry, is concerned with all existing British University air squadrons.

COMMUNITY DRIVE (CONT.)

However, not all of the money will be spent for the maintenance of the Community Center. Part of the fund will be used to provide Christmas baskets for the underprivileged of Gambier and the surrounding community. A member of the chapel committee will approach every man in kenyon college and will ask him to contribute to this drive. The money may either be paid at that time or the students may sign a pledge which may be paid at a later date.

Such a worthy cause deserves the support of everyone. Let's see how quickly our goal may be reached.
LORDS UPSET WABASH 7-0:
(continued from page one)

Great play on the part of the Purple and White line held the visitors in check during the opening half, and the seven stalwarts didn't let up when the going got toughest. Don Knapp and Jack Jewett sparked the men with fine play in the crucial spots. Time after time Knapp crashed through to nix the Scarlet stars, Dowd and Neibur, behind the line for important and damaging losses. Throughout the game the Lord line completely outchaged its opponents and this was the dominant factor in the victory over the Little Giants.

Offensively, Captain Herrick's kicking was the main weapon. His eight punts averaged forty-five yards each, and quick kicks at the crucial spots were instrumental in keeping the Scarlet Giants back out of scoring territory. Herrick and Ross bore the brunt of the running assignments during the afternoon. The Lords picked up most of their yardage by sending Herrick through the line over tackles, and Ross made some gains through the line and around it.

Dick Neibur was the major Wabash threat of the afternoon. His forty-five yard runback of a Kenyon kickoff was the most sensational gallop of the day, and only Paul Herrick's great tackle prevented the Little Giant from going all the way down the gridiron, keeping the highly-touted Earl Dowd in check throughout the game. Herrick was a major accomplishment and speaks well for the great Kenyon line, which outdrew his line-smashing to a minimum.

Coach Butler had nothing but praise for every member of his squad, claiming they achieved the victory merely because "every man did his own job well."

SWIMMERS OPEN TRAINING

Training for swimming is now in full swing, and 35 men are out for Coach Al Imel's powerful squad. This is one of the largest turnouts in the Lord's history.

The first meeting of the team took place on Monday, November 9th, at which Coach Imel announced strict training rules, and plans thus far completed for the coming season. Practice is held seven days a week, with the complete team practicing together on Sunday, after chapel. The first time trials will be held this Sunday, November 14th, at which time the swimmers will be timed in the quarter and half-mile distances.

There are eighteen freshmen out for the team, including: Al Stewart, Doug Heldrum, Bob Sherratt, Bob Luson, Vic Adams, Howard Bradley, George Hall, Don Peacock, Joe Kostock, Tom Lechner, Chuck Campbell, Jack Vrieze, Ted Welant, Ed Goodrich, Ben Wandell, Carl Coke, Jim Harsha, Don Huffman, and Jim Searcy. These men show great promise, and will undoubtedly play a large part in the success of the team this year.

Assisting Coach Imel in training this year are Captain Bill Blacka and Ken Anopf, both stars of last year's squad. Since Anopf is graduating in December he will not be available for competition, but he is lending valuable assistance in the shaping of the team.

The most uncertain place on the team so far is diving, which is wide open to anyone of the seven men fighting for the spot. These men include: Bob Sherratt, Chuck Campbell, Sandy Hudson, Tom Felson, Howard Bradley, Al Easter, and Jim Searcy.
ANDERSON PLAY TO BE PRESENTED
(Cont. from p. 1)

Tickets for students may be reserved at the Commons over the weekend for either the 3:00 Sunday performance or the 8:00 Monday presentation. Faculty members and friends of the College may make reservations by calling Gambier 3775 in advance.

The play, written for small community and college theatres, has been such an overwhelming success on Broadway that over a hundred colleges are presenting it this fall. Its vitality seems to lie chiefly in Anderson's dramatic, significant statement of a simple theme, and one that touches every American of 1942. The story of a New York farm boy that goes off to war seems to combine all the force, the humor, and the heroism of a free people in an honest war.

FREE TO STUDENTS

Dramatic Club
Presents
A NEW PLAY

"THE EVE OF ST. MARK"
by Maxwell Anderson

Sunday 3:00
Monday 8:00
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